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A YEAR IN REVIEW 
OUR HIGHLIGHTS IN 2020 AND 2021

2
0
2
0

November

Elgin comes alive at this time

of year and Elgin BID installed

the Christmas Lights and Tree

throughout the City Centre to

bring the festive spirit to Elgin

as much as we could during a

dull year! 

December

'Shop Elgin This Christmas'

campaign launched to

encourage the public to

shop locally for Christmas. 

2
0
2
1

January

The start of the year saw the

start of our weekly BID

Member Resilience Meetings

where businesses could come

on and ask questions, share

ideas or just for a general

chat. 

March

The Wasteful to Tasteful

Competition was launched to

engage with local artists

along schools to create

artwork for our bins across

the City Centre. 

March

Fa’s That Friday’s? Our

biggest social media

campaign to date, 

which saw an audience reach

of over 64K.

April

The full re-opening of Elgin

through phased approaches

started on the 5th April with

the remaining businesses re-

opening on the 26th April.

Window display colour

scheme competition was

launched. 

June

Saw the installation of our

brightly coloured wheelchair

accessible benches. 

April

Launch of the Embrace Elgin

Loyalty Rewards Card.

May

New addition of our Street

Ambassador Willie.

July

The vacant property rate

dropped to 5.9% the lowest it

has been in six years. 

August

First three events post Covid

took place; 

Elgin Hi Fest, Cannonbawz &

International Dog Day

Parade. 

The Elgin Gift Card scheme

saw just short of £20,000

worth of sales in just six

weeks, which is triple the

sales in 2019. Our biggest

target yet. 

December
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INTRODUCTION – CHAIR
Dear Members, 

Let us not look back on the past 12 months solely in negative a way

as when we look for positives, we can truly see the power of our BID

Members in working together. As the COVID-19 crisis unfolded, our

work pivoted to identify areas of support that were needed, lobbying

locally, regionally, and nationally to ensure that support was

forthcoming.

Elgin City Centre remains strong because of our vibrant mixed

economy. We have faced incredible challenges over the past year,

but the diversity of our offer is what helps us to attract both

customers and businesses. As Elgin has gradually reopened, seeing

our public spaces animated, with people coming back to shop, go for

lunch or catch up with friends and family has been heart-warming. It

is also a reminder that Elgin city centre is attractive for many

different reasons, and our work is committed to making each of

these thrive. 

Elgin city centre is a destination, a place that people come for high

street names that are familiar, thriving independents adding

character, confidence in our commercial sector, our passionate

hospitality sector, hotels, visitor attractions and cultural

organisations. Selling and marketing that offer is important as we

attract visitors back, from our city and beyond. At Elgin BID,

animating the city centre, increasing footfall, and encouraging

people to spend more time here is a vital ingredient in our recovery.

Supporting our community has been a focus as we work together

during the crisis and move into rebuilding. It is our shared

experience and our knowledge that when we all contribute, we make

the whole stronger that is the foundation of our work. Much of our

networking has shifted online during the past twelve months, and

we have continued to share data, expertise, and insight to help our

members grow and understand the economy and challenges they

may face. 



Our city is stronger when each of our industries and sectors can

thrive. As we have seen the way we work change over the past

twelve months, we have continued to focus on what our community

needs. Different and more flexible ways of working mean perhaps a

move from a 9-5 and towards a city that flows in a new way.

Adapting to that change, especially the sectors that rely on that

traditional commute, is vital.

We have seen a few changes to the BID board throughout the year; 

The BID Board directors, all of whom have working commitments,

support the BID on an entirely voluntary basis and remain committed

to Elgin BID’s 2020-2025 business plan, delivering its aims and

objectives, however much of the focus over the last twelve months

understandably was still targeted to that of the COVID pandemic and

how Elgin BID ensured businesses survived and our city was as safe

as possible from the threat of COVID-19.

Gemma Cruickshank (BID Manager) works with the support of the

board on the day-to-day functions of the BID, should you be

interested in joining the Board, supporting events, sharing ideas, or

volunteering to help with projects we would be very pleased to

welcome you. 

Kind Regards, 

S T E P H E N  Y O U N G
Elgin BID Chair



BID MANAGER ADDRESS
Collaboration is the key to success, collaboration, something we have seen a huge amount

of in the past 12 months from our BID members and business organisations. 

The challenges businesses have faced during this global pandemic is some of the most

difficult they will have ever faced but the resilience and innovation seen from our BID

members has been incredible and inspiring. I hope they will look back on the last 18

months and see it as a time to be proud of and the achievements they have succeeded. 

I would like to thank our Board for their support and guidance through this hugely difficult

time for all. It was very difficult to watch last year unfold for our economy here in Elgin

city centre, but I am very proud of the projects, and the impact that I and the BID team

have been able to deliver on your behalf. The BID team and I look forward to delivering our

new projects and working with you at these hugely exciting times for our BID area.

G E M M A  C R U I C K S H A N K
Elgin BID Manager

Gemma Cruickshank

‘Alone, we can do so little, together we can do so much’‘Alone, we can do so little, together we can do so much’



Business Plan Themes – 
What has been achieved

Explore and Enjoy Elgin
City Centre through
strong marketing and
promotion

09. Embrace Elgin’s
environment with 
Pride and Passion

12.

Embrace what we can
achieve by working
together through 
business engagement

14. Enjoy a Safe City Centre,
where businesses, staff
members and the public
can enjoy all that Elgin 
has to offer

16.

Embrace our Community
by providing opportunities
for local people to get
involved and celebrate 
the City Centre

17. Enjoy and Embrace the
diverse, high quality
business and shopping
offer within 
Elgin City Centre

19.



Explore and Enjoy Elgin City Centre 
through strong marketing and promotion

 
"Marketing is no longer about the things that you make"Marketing is no longer about the things that you make  

but the stories you tell"but the stories you tell"
Marketing has been at the forefront of our focus through 2020 and 2021 with online

activity progressing by almost eight years in the space of one year. 

We have revamped sections on our website along with introducing new social media

marketing campaigns and a new scheme to encourage to spend locally. 

Our most successful social media campaign this year has been our Fa’s that Friday’s.

These have reached more than 64.1K and on average gaining 40 likes which increases the

exposure of the businesses.

Where to Spend Wednesdays has been another successful marketing campaign whilst

promoting the Elgin Gift Card it is also promoting the businesses that accept it. Our aim

with this campaign is to generate more gift card sales and increase the number of

businesses accepting it. 

New business alerts do extremely well with an average reach of 64.7K and an average

engagement of 19.5K. This is beneficial as it increases the exposure of BID, Elgin and our

business members. 

Make that Dream Monday is a social media campaign to encourage people considering

opening a business to get in touch. It provides them with our details, webinars that they

may find useful, Business Gateways website and a different vacant property is showcased

each month.  The vacant property rate is at 5.9% which is the lowest in six years

compared to November 2015 at 17.15%.  



#ShopSafeShopElgin was a campaign that

we had hoped we didn’t need to launch but

due to the time when Moray was kept in

Level 3 restrictions one week longer than

the rest of Scotland, we decided we had to

act and introduce the #ShopSafeShopElgin

campaign to encourage people to come into

the city centre and that the businesses were

safe to visit through videos of the safety

measures the businesses had in place.

Elgin Sector Weeks was a campaign that ran for the

whole of August showcasing our businesses within

the four sectors; Health and Beauty, Hospitality,

Services and Retail.The idea behind it was to offer a

discount to draw people into the city centre with the

aim of them trying a new place/product/service at a

discounted price and in turn create a new continued

customer. This was to also showcase the businesses

we have here in Elgin. 

SH P
S A F E
SH P
Elgin

Shop  E
at  Support

Elgin

LOCAL BUSINESSES WORKING TOGETHER 
T O  M A K E  E L G I N  S A F E

E l g i n
S E C T O R  W E E K S

The Embrace Elgin website has been utilised a lot more this year with a few updates and additions.

These have included new webpages being added.

Vacancy Webpage is a page created exclusively for members to advertise their job vacancies to try

and get more reach to potential candidates.  

Our Businesses is a new revamped page which is easier for users to navigate and links every single

business to their webpage or Facebook page if they have one which increases the ease for the user

and footfall to that business. 

Blogs are being created every month to add to the website so we have a bank of what we have been

up to, this will also pull people in and they can easily access projects that are going on. 



11631163
Instagram Followers

11% increase since 2020

  54155415  
Facebook Page Likes

Website users

  54155415  

15,29015,290  
Pageviews from 

Oct 20-Sep 21

Social Media Statistics

Over 126,00 People reached through 
marketing campaigns

Achieved extensive direct business engagement and hundreds of mentions in advertising
media and via promotions and competitions. Examples included our Shop Local
Competition (reach 6.5K/engagement 399) Reopening Window Display Competition
(reach 16.9K/engagement 3.2k) and Sector Weeks (reach 13.9K/engagement 171)

Over 422 posts have been made on social media this year, with over 146 businesses
specifically mentioned. 

Achieved increased organic social media growth including a 17% increase in Facebook
likes (5415 likes) and 11% increase in Instagram followers (1163 followers) in the last 12
months.

Achieved a significant annual increase in engagement and reach across all the digital
platforms we manage, three different social media platforms with nearly 6578 likes /
followers combined. 

On average there were over 623 page visits per month to www.embraceelgin.co.uk

What we have achieved:

Future plans

We found by having the personal touch to our posts that these reached far more people
and gained a lot more engagement.  We will continue to keep coming up with new social
media campaigns to increase the exposure of the Elgin BID social media platforms which
in turn will increase the exposure of Elgin and the businesses within the City Centre.  

http://www.embraceelgin.co.uk/


Embrace Elgin’s EnvironmentEmbrace Elgin’s Environment  
with Pride and Passionwith Pride and Passion

"A city is not gauged by its length and width,"A city is not gauged by its length and width,  
but by the broadness of its vision and the height of its dreams."but by the broadness of its vision and the height of its dreams."

A clean, safe, and attractive city centre was something that businesses found was extremely
valuable in attracting people to spend time in the city centre.   Elgin BID has been at the
forefront after lockdown to ensure that our City Centre remains clean and welcoming.  

Window Vinyls were installed in
two large prominent vacant
property units within the City
Centre to improve the look of
them and inspire new businesses
to take over the properties.  
This was in partnership with
Business Gateway.  

Within six months one of the
vacant properties were 
let after sitting vacant for almost
five years.  

Green Elgin is a voluntary group
set up by Elgin BID once we
decided to take the planting of
our planters and weeding of the
city centre in-house. This group is
to encourage the community and
businesses to get involved with
maintaining the planters,
cleaning the streets and vacant
property windows alongside the
BID team out of working hours.

They started in July and will run
until the end of October, and we
will look to start these up again in
April 2022. 

Benches were installed across
the City Centre as requested by
our businesses from our BID
Member Business Resilience
Meetings which were held during
lockdown. 

The benches were requested
when hospitality was operating
at 50% capacity and the
requirement to be able to sell
takeaway and be able to advise of
seating nearby.  Three of the five
benches installed are wheelchair
accessible. 

Street Ambassador was
employed in May part time at
Elgin BID to help with
communicating with the
businesses, keeping the City
Centre clean and feeding back
any issues/problems/ideas to the
BID office.  

Vacant property window artwork
was created across two
prominent vacant properties
within the City Centre in
partnership with TQ Creative. 

This was to enhance the City
Centre, provide something for
visitors to look at and draw
attention away from the empty
properties. 

In 2018 Elgin BID started an ongoing
project with a local company to reduce
the number of seagulls nesting in the
City Centre, this is an on-going project
until 2024. The company go out at
night and use lasers to disrupt the
airspace where the seagulls are
starting to nest. As a result, less eggs
are laid reducing the seagull
population and less damage is done to
property and less nuisance caused.  

BID Members that have a historical
problem with seagulls nesting can get
extra work done to their buildings if
they have access to the roof space.
Elgin BID can contribute towards the
cost of seagull nest and egg removal.
This has been taken up by several BID
members and the offer will continue
through the project. 

Seagull Management 



Various areas throughout the City Centre have been weeded and cleaned every week
from July.

More engagement and awareness have been created through the Green Elgin Group
which has generated a lot of publicity for Elgin and the businesses. 

On average around nine people help at our Green Elgin Group from local businesses to
members of the public, this can help with Community building and mental health. 

The planters and hanging baskets were filled again in May and June to brighten up the
City Centre. 

Benches were installed to make more seating available for takeaway business and for
the public to enjoy, these have been well used and created a lot of publicity for the City
Centre.  

Encourage use of vacant premises by making them more appealing.

Enhance statutory provision by providing additional cleaning to public areas, buildings
and frontages including closes with our new mini street sweeper going out three
mornings a week. 

What has been achieved:

Future plans

Elgin BID will be bringing more projects to Elgin City Centre to enhance the experience and
make it more attractive for businesses, employees, residents, and visitors. 



Embrace what we can achieve by workingEmbrace what we can achieve by working
together through business engagementtogether through business engagement

Closed Facebook Page was created in

March 2020 solely for the use by our BID

members. The page is used to share

important information quickly, share ideas,

another contact route for members to the

BID team and for members to network with

each other. In March 2020 there were only

22 members and in August 2021 there are

now 88 members. 

"Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress,"Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress,  
and working together is success."and working together is success."

Success happens when businesses work collaboratively. We need your feedback and ideas 

to create projects and campaigns to encourage visitors and continue to help Elgin grow. 

Working Group Meetings are held every

eight weeks where BID members can come

along find out what the BID team are up to

and share any ideas for future projects. We

have been changing the times of the

meetings to try and capture as much

different members as we can, so everyone

is getting the chance to come along and

discuss their ideas. 

BID Member Resilience Meetings were created from a Working Group meeting held in

January 2021, where businesses thought it would be useful to introduce weekly meetings

whilst in lockdown so they can keep up to date with Covid-19 grants that were available,

discuss any problems they were facing, have a general chat and keeping the businesses

working together and making sure they didn’t feel isolated. The meetings proved very

useful at the start of the year.

BID Member leaflet was created during

lockdown and handed out to businesses,

this was to inform people of what we can 

do for them and how they can get involved. 

MP & MSP meetings were held during

lockdown 2021 to give members the chance

to ask questions, share their feedback and

issues for the local MP & MSP to take back

to the Scottish and UK Parliament to get

answers and offer support. 



Green Elgin Group was setup up in May 2021 to engage the local community and

businesses to create a community spirit in Elgin.  It was also setup to help reduce the costs

of planting our flowers and take this in house with the BID team planting them along with

some volunteers.There are so many positives have come from starting the Green Elgin

Group; local businesses can network with other businesses and the local community which

could create future customers, Elgin City Centre has been cleaned on a weekly basis

through our street cleans and it has been a social event for the community to come out and

engage with people and feel they are part of something good for their city centre.

BID Business Awards Ceremony & AGM where customers acknowledge and nominate the

high-quality businesses that operate within the BID area celebrates the success of our

businesses and provides a networking opportunity. Despite the challenges faced this year

customers still took the time to nominate local businesses to show their continuing

support. 

Private Facebook Page for BID Business Members to share ideas and information to create collaboration
and get urgent information out there quickly, this has grown and been utilised a lot more within the last
year with an increase of 66 members and on average 4 posts per week.  

Green Elgin Volunteer Group was created which saw up to 15 people from local businesses and the local
community coming out to help clean our city centre.This has increased the engagement and awareness
of Elgin BID which in turn will increase the exposure of our members. 

The re-opening colour scheme involved the local community by getting them to vote for their favourite
window display which again was engaging the members and community. 

What we have achieved:

Future plans

Elgin BID would like to help to grow the continuing business collaboration by bringing projects
and events which help facilitate this growth. We will look to re-introduce business breakfasts
for members to come along and have a catch up with the BID team and the Board of Directors.
We plan to grow the ‘community spirit’ further in 2022 through Street cleans and engagement of
events and projects. 

Re-opening colour scheme was a last-minute competition for local businesses to get

involved in to brighten up the city centre for businesses reopening and welcoming people

back into Elgin. The public voted on all the businesses window displays and the winning

business won a £50 Elgin Gift Card. 



Enjoy a Safe City Centre, whereEnjoy a Safe City Centre, where
businesses, staff members and the publicbusinesses, staff members and the public

can enjoy all that Elgin has to offercan enjoy all that Elgin has to offer

"Security is not a product but a process, a process that we are working"Security is not a product but a process, a process that we are working
to achieve that will benefit our members and our local community."to achieve that will benefit our members and our local community."  

Security Meetings restarted in May

2021 since tailing off in 2017. These

have seen members from retail

businesses meeting up once a month to

discuss any problems, thefts and share

advice on shop layouts or what has

worked for them to prevent shop theft. 

Important information sent out quickly and to a wide network.

Security meetings have given businesses the opportunity to share issues and network.

What we have achieved:

Future plans

Moving forward we plan to hold more training courses on different topics in partnership with
Police Scotland, the Scottish Business Resilience Centre and Retailers Against Crime. We will
continue the security meetings which are open for any business to join that may find them
useful. 

Police Scotland we have regular meetings

with different members of the police team

including the Community Officer to

discuss problems that businesses are

facing and issues throughout the City

Centre and how we can work together to

reduce or resolve them. 

Business Watch is a monthly report

issued by Police Scotland which is

included in the BID Bulletin.This is to

make businesses aware of any crimes or

scams and to be vigilant. 

Closed Facebook Group is another

platform for quickly issuing out

important information such as

counterfeit notes going around. 



Embrace our Community by providingEmbrace our Community by providing
opportunities for local people to getopportunities for local people to get

involved and celebrate the City Centreinvolved and celebrate the City Centre

"There is no power for change greater than"There is no power for change greater than  
a community discovering what it cares about"a community discovering what it cares about"

As a business improvement district, it is one of our aims to involve our local community and

get them involved in our projects and events as these are the people who spend time in our

City Centre. The last year has been difficult to involve the community, below is the

involvement we have created so far and will continue to grow over the next year. 

Green Elgin has given the community something to get involved in and be proud to make a

difference to their city centre. It has given them the chance to meet new people, be active

and to help grow a community group. This involved planting of the flowers for the Elgin

planters and our street cleans that happen on a weekly basis on a Thursday evening. 

Wasteful to Tasteful was a local art

competition we launched in March 2021 to

encourage local people to draw Elgin and

Moray themed attractions.  This was sent out

to the schools across Moray, Moray UHI and

Elgin Youth Café. The drawings were then

shortlisted and printed to create an exhibition

within the St Giles Shopping Centre that the

public could visit and vote for their favourite

drawing. We had 10 winning drawings which

will be created into vinyl’s and will be placed

onto 10 Elgin BID owned bins to create colour

throughout the city centre and make the bins

stand out to encourage less litter. 

Christmas Hampers were an idea we thought of for helping promote our members, give the

community something different for Christmas gifts and to raise money for our charities.

The community were asked on our social media channels if they liked the idea of Christmas

hampers filled with items from our local businesses, all votes were a yes.

Events have been difficult to hold during 2020 and 2021 but we started with our first event

of the year, Elgin Hi-Fest which was on the 21st August and was a huge success.  We had

volunteers help at the event from the Army cadets and young volunteers that had

previously helped. This allows the young community members to develop workplace skills

and gain experience.



Halloween Event Name was left to the public

to decide. We asked our members to give us

some Halloween names that could be used for

our event and then we put to public to vote.

We had 72 votes with Enchanted Elgin’s

Spooktacular Event being the winner. 

Santa’s Post Office still went ahead in 2020 with restrictions in place, this was a very

small event ran by the Elgin BID team across two weekends to be able to offer something

to the local community. We ran this in partnership with the St Giles Shopping Centre where

they had Santa in the centre the following weeks after Santa’s Post Office. 

Choose what you want to see here was

a survey we created for the community

to help people considering starting a

business but unsure what to do. This

gave them the information as to what

people are looking for and what would

work here.  We had 85 responses to the

survey and the results can be seen here

Given opportunities to the youth of Elgin to be involved in events

Research on what locals want to see in Elgin

Generated future project work to be carried through the Green Elgin Group 

What we have achieved:

Future plans
Elgin BID are planning a full events calendar for next year where volunteers can get involved.
The community are also the customers and the users of Elgin City Centre, creating a need for
further engagement and research into what they would like to see here and ideas on our
projects. 



Enjoy and Embrace the diverse, highEnjoy and Embrace the diverse, high
quality business and shopping offerquality business and shopping offer

within Elgin City Centrewithin Elgin City Centre
"Whoever said money can’t buy happiness"Whoever said money can’t buy happiness
simply didn’t know where to go shopping"simply didn’t know where to go shopping"

The offering in Elgin has remained strong through a challenging 18 months and our

businesses have proved they have worked hard to keep Elgin a diverse city with a fantastic

offering of national and independent shops.  Our businesses have had to diversify their

offering, products and how they market their business and they have done it with pride and

passion. 

Embrace Elgin Loyalty Rewards Card was launched on the 30th of April 2021 to tie in with

the reopening of Elgin City Centre. This programme has been created to encourage more

spend locally, local shoppers can be in with the chance to win a £100 Elgin Gift Card if they

complete an Embrace Elgin Loyalty Rewards Card and hand in back into any participating

business to be entered into the draw quarterly. 

The Elgin Gift Card The Elgin Gift Card launched in June 2018. Year on year it has gone from strength tolaunched in June 2018. Year on year it has gone from strength to

strength as the gift of choice. It is now accepted by 85 BID Business Members.strength as the gift of choice. It is now accepted by 85 BID Business Members.   

Since 1st October 2020 – 30th September 2021 Since 1st October 2020 – 30th September 2021 £27,169£27,169  has been placed onto Elgin Gift has been placed onto Elgin Gift

Cards, Cards, £18,529.63£18,529.63  has been redeemed in BID Businesses, 54 Business members have had has been redeemed in BID Businesses, 54 Business members have had

Gift Cards used in their sites. There have been 759 Transactions, the average transactionGift Cards used in their sites. There have been 759 Transactions, the average transaction

rate was £24.rate was £24.     

8 businesses have offset their levy8 businesses have offset their levy  through customers spending Elgin Gift Cards. through customers spending Elgin Gift Cards.

Do not lose out on additional spend, contact the BID office to find out more.Do not lose out on additional spend, contact the BID office to find out more.

  

Elgin BID Grant Scheme reopened for applications in January 2021 and had 7 applications

until the end of the financial year in March. We are continually looking to grow the offering

in Elgin to offer a huge selection to our locals and visitors. Support has been given to new

businesses keen to open in a variety of sectors including Retail, Hospitality, Beauty, Leisure

and Finance. As an Elgin BID member, the businesses, are eligible to apply for a Small

Business Grant, this grant of up to £400 is matched by the business and can be used for

items such as signage, exterior work, or interior painting. Since April we have supported 13

businesses through our BID Grant Scheme with helping them improve their business.    



Holding the keys for vacant properties 

Conducting viewings in a quick and convenient timeframe 

Providing support to new business start ups 

Advertising vacant properties 

Reducing Vacant Properties is another pivotal role within the BID team to ensure we are

maximising the offering in Elgin for people to live, work and visit. 

Elgin BID continues to have a proactive approach to filling vacant commercial properties

by; 

Challenges are faced whilst trying to fill vacant commercial properties due to several being

marketed by companies out with the region which results in a slower response rate. 

Many of the new starts that we work with are embarking on their first venture into self-

employment and business start-up. Working closely with Business Gateway we can

signpost them to the most appropriate support on offer, whilst maintaining that ongoing

link and support. 

Work to support new and establishing businesses is carried out on an ongoing basis, with

many people being referred by existing BID members. 

In 2020 – 2021 20 BID Members received support from the Elgin BID Grant Scheme

Having a pro-active approach has directly contributed to the vacant shop rate dropping from 17.15% in
November 2015 to 5.9% in September 2021

Through the Elgin Gift Card there has been £27,169 kept within the BID Business area

Sales of the Elgin Gift Card tripled in 2020 from 2019 to almost £20,000 worth of sales.

What we have achieved:

Future plans
Continue to encourage a range of different businesses into the city centre to attract more footfall
and have more offering to the local community. Look to grow the number of businesses accepting
the Elgin Gift Card to spread the word more so more people use it to keep the spend local. 



Our Transformation – Planning Ahead
Looking forward, our City Centre will inevitably change, there are also some exciting plans on

the horizon which are important to highlight which will create large scale regeneration.

The Elgin City Centre Masterplan is a long-term programme of aspirational projects to ensure

Elgin City Centre is a prosperous, attractive, and healthy place. The projects within the

Masterplan are intended to prioritise long term viability of the City Centre, these include; Core

Retail Area and the Cultural Quarter which will directly help and improve the City Centre.

The Moray Growth Deal which is a £40M project across Moray will also benefit the City Centre

by creating investment in the Cultural Quarter. 

Our Business Plan Priorities Embrace, Enjoy, Explore Elgin 

Explore and Enjoy Elgin City Centre through strong marketing and promotion

Delivering creative and innovative events, promotions, and digital activity
throughout the year to attract and retain visitors and serve our different business
sectors.

Embrace Elgin’s environment with Pride and Passion

Making the City Centre beautiful and welcoming through the provision of floral
hanging baskets, floral planters, Christmas lighting and other sustainable and
creative enhancements, whilst managing antisocial behaviour.

Embrace what we can achieve by working together through business engagement

Continuing to support our members in any way possible – this might be advice, training,
business events and networking. This means being responsive, adaptable, and working 
with partners to ensure we can leverage our resources.

Enjoy a Safe City Centre, where businesses, staff members and the public can enjoy all that Elgin has to offer 

We are constantly monitoring the business environment, lobbying for greater
support, seeking knowledge, best practice, and inspiration from our strategic
partners, and offering up our learning in return.

Embrace our Community by providing opportunities for local people to get involved and celebrate the City Centre

Growing events year on year and developing to what the locals and visitors
interests and needs are as well as ideas from our members will continue to bring a
buzz around the city centre.

Enjoy and Embrace the diverse, high quality business and shopping offer within Elgin City Centre

Growing social media platforms to continue to showcase the offering in Elgin.
Continuing to fill vacant properties to maximise the offering of Elgin and creating
innovative projects to encourage spend within the City Centre such as growing the
Elgin Gift Card Scheme. 
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